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ABSTRACT

Research in the area of child sexual abuse is growing rapidly. A potpourri of
literature in this field lacks one very important aspect- the workings of power
in relation to abuse. The way in which power is exercised over people, is the
most insidious ingredient of distress which sadly affects normal development.
This research is aimed at studying this core variable in the liVes ofvictims of
child sexual abuse. Its special focus is investigating the effect of sexual abuse
from the perspective of the 'terrain of power' in which the victims are located.
This is achieved by the use of a power-mapping methodology in a group of
lIVe victims. With such information a model of helping is displayed which
seeks to directly increase power and resources to them. Posttesting in power
map form presents the therapeutic gains of this method. Some evaluations of
the study and recommendations are drawn from the implications of this
thesis.
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CHAPTER 1 INlRODUCTION

1.1.Outline ofthe problem

Child sexual abusebas becomea socialproblem ofour times. There

are someresearch controversies about prevalence and incidence ofthe

problem as manycasesgo unreported (Finkelhor, 1986; Jehu, 1991;

Masson, 1986). There is, however, a growing awareness that a high

proportion ofwomen usingmental healthservices are survivors of

sexual abuse (Weiss, Longhurst & Mazure, 1999). Someresearchers

have began to characterise the effects ofchildsexualabuseas symptoms

ofposttramnatic stress syndrome (Dub1er & Motta, 1999).

Recent decades have seena steadyresearch revolution in this area

In SouthAfrica and internationally, childabusehas received

widespread mediacoverage. Sincethe description "batteredchild

syndrome" coined by Kempe and his colleagues (Kempe, Silverman,

Steele, & Droegemuller 1962), there is unending research in areasof

sociology, psychology, mental healthand law on the topic. One

result is a scientific journal, Child Abuseand Neglect Withall the

studies documented so far on this field, there is littleor nothing

12



mentioned directly on the workings ofpower in this problem.

In describing child sexualabuse offenders, without concentrating

on personality pathological traits,Finkelhor(1994) emphasized t:!J.e

sense ofpower the abusebrings to them. Similarconclusions were

drawn in a recent SouthAfrican study on perpetrators ofchild sexual

abuse in Durban (Ndaba, 1999). The NationalProgressive Primary

Health CareNetwork (NPPHCN)revealed that sexual activity takes

place within a contextofunequalpower relations, with males having

power over females (NPPHCN 1995). South African culture and

African culture in general is highlypatriarchal, with most power

and control in the hands ofmales. Magwaza (1994) conceptualises this

ideology as calling for an unquestioning female obedience to male

domination. The feminist literature potrays the offenders as seeking

power overothers, and being attracted to the vulnerable (Jackson,

1992: 173). The masculine sexual identity in such writings is

consideredto tie with feelings ofbeing superior and being in power.

Ironically, the way in which the victims ofchild sexual abuse are

disempowered has littleresearch or theoretical basis. Hagan and Smail

13



(1997) ofSheffield Clinic, Nottingham, UK presented an analysis of

disempowerment in theirworkwith adult survivors ofsexual abuse.

Eric Fromm provides examples ofpeople who haveplacedindividual

distress in the context ofa social field ofpowerbeyond the individual

control (Fromm, 1958). MichelFoucault has constructed an influential

theoretical framework for understanding effects ofpower in relation to

personal mental functioning (Foucault,1977, Foucault, 1979, Gordon,

1980,Kritzman, 1988). All such thinking has, however, remained

marginal to clinical orthodoxy. The reason for this, as the present

researcher seesit, not leastpolitical or economic, may be thatthere is

no developed workable theory to enable a coherent practice of

"environmental psychology" in a clinical setting.

Fromthe oldtimesof infiltration of accusations with regardto the

victims' Oedipal fantasy (Glasser & Frosh 1993; Furniss 1991; Masson

1986; Summit1993)to the convincing new writings ofBurgess, Groth,

Holstrom, & Sgroi(1978); Finkelhor (1986), Herman (1982), and others,

the mostprevailing picture in the literature on childabuse is of the

victims as "clinical problems". A shift in this perception is not clearly

stated. Finkelhor and Browne(1986) developed a useful organizing
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framework linking childsexualabuseand subsequent presenting

problems, using a model oftraumagenic dynamics- all ofwhich throw

some light in the workofpower. A recentstudyby Morgan &

Cummings (1999) concentrated on groupwork designed to be

consistent with a feminist empowerment model

Groupwork with sexually abusedvictims is well documented (Finkelhor

and Browne, 1986; Herman, 1982; Jehu, 1991). In fact group

intervention is more supported in literature than individual intervention

(Furniss, 1991). In a local community psychology project, group

therapy withsexualabusevictims is conceptualized as a social action

progrnmme (theMandeni projectmentioned in Edwards, 1999). The

group setting provides victims with the most needed assurance that they

are "normal" in the context ofthe group. Further, it breaksthe secrecy

and isolation ofthe individual child, thus fostering solidarity (Hagan and

Smail, 1997b).

In SouthAfricatherehas been no study which focused specifically on

empowerment ofa group ofsexually abusedpersons. The present

researcher believes the best way to fill in this research gap willbe to

adopt a power-mapping methodused by Sheffield Clinic and described
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by Hagan and Smail(1997a,b). Thereasonis clear. This methoddoes

not pathologise victims but looks at their environment The present

researcher hypothesizes that victims ofsexualabuse sufferdeprivations

of certain powerwhichthe researcher wouldneedto identify and

formulate in a group setting, measure in a map form, offer the neccesary

intervention then remeasure to evaluate effectiveness ofempowerment.

The assumption is that these deprivations ofpowercomefrom the

environment the victims find themselves in, not fromthe victims

themselves. Such an insightinto empowerment is necessary for

community psychology and is a contnbution towardthe weIIness of the

wholenation.

1.2.Definition ofterms

1.2.1 Empowerment

The concept ofempowerment has cometo be used as the basis for all

models ofcommunity psychology as it embraces transformation ofthe

disempowered. Edwards (1999) citesFawcettand colleagues'

(1994:471) description ofempowerment, who see it as "the process of
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gaininginfluence overevents"

Accordingto Hagan and Smail (1997) empowerment and

disempowerment are a result ofthe play ofpower within our social

environment. The influences may be distal, proximal or lie within the

person. Distal influences are those we have littleaccess to, likepolitics,

economics, culture, informationmedia, etc. Proximal influences are

closer, for example, domestic and work (or school) situation, personal

relationship, familyor any immediately experienced or sensed factors.

Withinthe person there may be experience (beliefs, dreams, memories,

wishes, etc.) and bodilysensation(feelings of comfort, pain, fear,

symptoms, etc.)

Investigating empowerment in this study, is a matter of investigating the

terrain ofpower in which victims of sexual abuse find themselves.

1.2.2 Group

Although this study does not purport to do "therapy", a groupwas

established in therapeutic terms as follows:-

17



* the common problem was childsexual abuse

* peer-learningand beneficial group interaction prevailed.

* the socialand mutual supportnatureofthe group was facilitated

..
1.2.3.Child sexual abuse

Child sexual abuseis not a uniformly definedterm. Different

researchers have developed different defmitions. Although someofthis

diversity maypresenthealthy arguments, the present researcher

believes theremust be strongreasons for choosing a particular

definition. Finkelhor (1986) argues that all defmitions ofchildsexual

abuse do acknowledge sexualcontact even in the absence ofcoercion,

as longas it involves a childand an adult. An exhaustive literature

reviewofarguments emanating from different working defmitions is

beyondthe scopeofthis thesis.

In a South Africanpublication, Robertson (1989) defined a child as any

personunder 18years ofage. Although thereare lotsofotherdebates

about the definition ofa child, including the ChildCareAct 74 of

1983, in this research a restrictive working definition wasadopted to

18



accommodate the nature ofthe population thatwill be convenient for

this study.

The working definition for this studytherefore was that child sexual

abuseis anysexualactivity with a childwho cannot give consent to the

activity, where the offender is olderthan the victim. For the purpose of

the study, the age rangevariedfromthe teenage levelof 13to 19 as it

was considered that younger children mighthave difficulty with both

the power-mapping methodology envisaged and contracting to an

ongoing selfhelp group.

l.3.The aims ofthe study

This community psychology research is an attempt at expanding a

theoretical framework for understanding of, and workwith the

psychological distress ofthe victims ofchildsexual abuse. It reflects on

the phenomenon from the perspective of terrain ofpower in which

victims find themselves.

Groupwork with victims was chosento explore, learn and

understand disempowerment at the coreoftheir difficulties. The initial

power-mapping (pretest phase) was aimed at finding out about
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available powerand resources as well as the lack ofthem. Themiddle

phase was an intervention (i.e. the process ofanalysing theeffects of

increasing access to positive environmental influences, andwhere

possible, marshalling resources which mightcounteract disempowering

effect) basedon the sketched maps. The lastphase is a remap of the

gainsofgroupwork (i.e. the measurement ofthe extentto whichthis

practice is successful).

Also, some attempts is made to identify the implications ofthe

findings for the community psychological intervention plans for the

groupwork with sexually abusedvictims.

1.4. Conclusion.

This chapterintroduced the basicargument why a research ofthis

nature is necessary in thebroad field ofchildsexual abuse. The

problem ofdefinition oftenns was discussed and working definitions

adoptedfor this study.

By the end, the aims andobjectives of the study were discussed.

Emphasis was made on the fact that dissemination of the research
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findings will be invaluable in the area of community psychology and

more to the victims ofchild sexual abuse.

The following chapterwill discuss the exploration ofthe relevant

literature. Itwill be twofold. Therewill be first a review ofthe relevant

literature in the topicofchild sexual abuseand its treatment. Some

emphasis will be on the centralcoreofthis phenomenon, i.e, child

sexualabuse as a disempowering experience to victims. Secondly,

literature review on power-mapping will be presented. The background,

underlying philosophy, development and its application will be

discussed.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

This Chapter reviews the relevant literature on the topic and

methodology of this study. On childsexual abuse, the emphasis ~ on its

core characteristic, i.e, it is a disempowering experience to victims. The

effectiveness ofthe treatment methods, with specialreference to group

therapyis reviewed.

2.l.Theoretical consideration in childsexual abuse

This part seeks to explore the literature that explains how and why

child sexual abuse is considered to be disempowering to victims. There

is an abundance oftheories in this field ofstudybut the utility ofany

theory depends upon the degree to which it helps in understanding,

exploring and addressing the therapeutic needsofthe phenomena at

hand. Thepresentresearcher believes that the area ofchildsexualabuse,

can be addressed therapeutically by concentrating on its central

distinguishing feature, i.e. disempowerment ofthe victims.

Similarities between childsexual abusetheories must form a pattern

which connects, forming a generation ofa theorywhich is groundedin

data

22



2.1.1.TheTmumagenic Dynamic model

Finkelhor and Browne(1986)attempted to accountfor the effectsof

sexualabuseand coined the Traumagenic Dynamic Model. Appc;u-ently,

the sequelae ofchildhood sexualabusemake up a stunning rangeof

psychological distress and impairment later in life: dissociation, eating

disorders, drugand alcohol abuse, self mutilation, suicide ideation and

suicide, multiple personality disorder, borderline personality disorder,

sexual dysfunction or disinterest, depression, anxiety, rape, poor self

esteem, guilt, social isolation and vulnerability to revictimization

(Baldwin, 1984; Finkelhor and Browne, 1986;Gelinas, 1983; Russel,

1986;Sgroi, 1982;Summit, 1993; Young, 1992).

The Traumagenic Dynamic framework (FinkeIhor and Browne, 1986)

attempts to delineate precise dynamics unique to childsexual abuse.

More literature on this model suggests that it has the advantage of

explaining the broadrange ofsymptomatology observed in the

aftermath ofchildsexualabuse. Most ofthe well documented!

researched effects can beexplained by reference to one or more

tmumagenic dynamics. There is a presumption that child sexualabuse
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has a variety ofdifferent effects on fourmain areas ofchildren's

development, i.e. sexuality, ability to trust, self esteem and senseof

abilityto affectthe world. According to this conceptualization, four

characteristics are manifest in the victims ofchildsexual abuse. These

are: a) sexual traumatization, b) stigmatization, c) betrayal, and d)

powerlessness (Finkelhor and Browne, 1986).

2.1.1.1.Sexual tramnatization refersto the impairment ofa healthy

sexual functioning because ofthe sexualnatureofthe trauma

2.1.1.2. Stigmatization refers to the tendency for the victims to blame

themselves for the abuse, to feel shame, guilt and self hate.

2.1.1.3.Betrayal dynamic refersto the betrayal oftrust experienced by

the victims ofchildsexual abuse.

2.1.1A.Powerlessness relatesto the senseofhe1plessness and

vulnerability engendered in the childvictims ofsexualabuse.

In brief: this model provides a lens by which to viewthe victim's

position more empathically. It, above all, incorporates the social reality

ofthe discrepancy in powerbetween the victimand offender.
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Furthermore, all these dynamics are likely to be potentiated by

disempowering experiences or situations that occursimultaneously,

prior to, or as a result of abuse. Strand(1991) emphasized

powerlessness dynamics and loss ofautonomy in her studyofincest

SurvlVOTS.

2.1.2.ThePosttraumatic Stressmodel

The Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) was initially widely applied

to account forVietnamese war veterans' experiences. Traumas in

childhood is not onlyimportant for what it does to children but for

their after effects on development toward adulthood. Childhood sexual

abuse is knownto leadto character problems, anxiety disorder, psychotic

thinking, dissociations, increased risk ofviolence, suicidal ideation and

behavior, drugabuseand disastrous interpersonal relationships in

adulthood (Horowitz 1986). Child sexual abuseliterature review

suggests that similarsymptoms are also characteristic of the victims of

sexualabuse (Dublerand Motta 1999).

Terr's (1983) studiedthe phenomenon PTSD on children and derived

the following characteristics:

25



2.1.2.1. Etchedmemories. After four years children were still

displaying specific feelings oftraumatic anxiety. Statements like "I am

afraid ofthe feeling ofbeing afraid" suggest feeling ofbeinghumiliated

and mortifiedwhen theywere askedto comment about their

experience. Such traumatic experiences, ifsuppressed, may be carried

forward into adulthood (Terr, 1983:309).

2.1.2.2. Sense of forshortened future. Trauma observed in the same

study brought different problems, for example, nightmares and intrusive

negative thoughts. Statements like "I don't think I'll live long" suggest

that children believed their dreams and negative thoughts to be

predictive oftheir future.

2.1.2.3. Reenactment The play of childrenwith PTSD was very

distinctive. Its thematicquality, dangerousness, intensity,

contagiousness to peers or siblings, and most ofall, the linkage to the

traumaticevents, were all features ofthe trauma

2.1.2.4. Physical response. Physiological response or conversion

symptoms always manifestthemselves wheneverthere is trauma In

Terr's (1983) study youngerchildrenregressed to earlierstagesof
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development, and toilet training, for example had to be retaught.

2.1.2.5. Transposition. Misconceptions, visualhallucinations, and

peculiartime distortions often occurwith traumatized children. ~ the

same study (ibid)one ofthe mostprofoundchanges occured in the

transposition ofevents surrounding the trauma

The PTSD modelin childsexual abusehas beencriticised extensively

becauseofits rootedhistoryofdevelopment, i.e, naturaldisasters, wars

combats, etc. whichhas no clear fit to child sexualabuse. Recent

literature contends that child sexual abuse does not have to occur

necessarily under conditions ofthreat or dangerbut nevertheless it is

considered distressing for individuals concerned in the sameway as

PTSD stipulated in the fourth edition of the American Psychiatric

Diagnostic and Statistical Manualofmental disorders (DSMN 1994).

According to this manual the essential feature ofPTSD is the:

"development ofcharacteristic symptoms for a periodof at least six

months following the distressing event that is outside the rangeofusual

human experience and thatis markedly distressing to almost

anyone"(DSMrv; 1994: 247)
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This manual furtherstates that the characteristic symptoms involve:

i) reexperiencing the traumatic event, commonly through recurrent and

intrusive thoughts, feelings or dreams relatingto the event.

ii) persistent feelings ofincreased arousal, commonly evidenced by

sleep disturbance, angeror irritability and hypervigilance.

These characteristic symptoms suggestsome degree ofconsensus on

DSM Iv, Terr's (1983) study on children with traumatic experience,

Dubler and Motta(1999) studyon PTSDwith children victims ofchild

sexualabuse, as well as what the general literature (Courtois, 1988;

Finkelbor, 1994; Gelinas, 1993; Goodwin, 1983; Russell, 1986; Young,

1992)contendaboutthe effectsofchildsexual abuse. The

constellation ofphysiological and psychological symptoms associated

with PTSD as described in DSM N are often found in the survivors of

sexualabuse. It could easily beargued that all or most of the effects

ofchild sexual abuse cluster together precisely because they are all

characteristics ofthe tranma
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2.1.3. Self Psychology and Ego development model ofchildsexual

abuse

The selfpsychology andego developmental psychology model is not

extensively applied to account for effects ofchildsexual abuse. The

inclusion of this model is an attempt to widen a theoretical gap in

showingdisempowerment ofvictims ofchild sexual abuse. Clinical

practicehas neverequaled the potpourri of literature in the fieldof

childsexual abuse. This modelwas developed by integrating the

available literature on the characteristic ofchild sexual abusevictims

with theories ofselfpsychology and egodevelopment psychology.

This modellooks at the developmental impactofsexualabuse

incorporating DonaldWmnicott's egodevelopmental theory, Kohut's

theoryofthe self, and Hartmann's theory 'of egopsychology. An

exhaustive elaboration of these individual theories is beyond the scope

of this thesis.

Wmnicott states that in order for the egoto develop, a sufficiently

mature selfmustbe present The selfat birth is the germinal seedofan

autonomous personality, with ambitions, drives, skills, abilities, goals,
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ideasand aspirations (Winnicott, 1971). The self takes root and

flourishes as a resultofthe interaction ofan infantwith the primarycare

giveror anysignificant other in his! her life.

Kohutviews the infantas being psychically polarised between a

perception ofgrandiosity and idealization ofthe "object". Grandiosity

is the infant'sperception ofomnipotence, his! her senseofentitlement

to complete and immediate satisfaction ofall wishes. Object

idealization is infant's belief that the object(mother or immediate

caregiver) is an all-knowing, all-providing, all-protecting, extension of

self Ifthe mother provides, she is fostering maturation by validation of

the infant's grandiosity. Her acceptance confirms idealization of the

infant (Wmnicott 1971).

Empathy is the object's capacity to perceive and fulfil all the child's

needs. As this is not always possible, the empathy is never perfectfor

maturation ofthe self This means that ifit was possible for

mother (object) to haveperfectempathy then therewouldbe no

motivation to mature the self of the infant Tomature, calls

for tolerating realistic frustrations ofthe self. The self has to balance

ambitions and ideals in orderto mature to a healthy and achieving self
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Hartmann (1983)proposedthat ego develops by achieving an

adaptational balancebetweenthe self and the environment As the

child matures,perception, intention, object comprehension, thinking,

language and productivity develop. Growthand learningenablethe

child to fit the selfwith environment by modification ofeach. lf the

environment does not facilitate maturationor ifdisturbances in the

environment are too stressful (e.g. with the disempowerment causedby

child sexual abuse), this adaptationis impeded. When this occurs, ego

functions remain immature and the ego seeks to protect the helpless

selffrom the overwhelming environment

2.1.3.l.Child sexual abuse dynamics and ego development

Literaturereviewin the area of child sexual abuse reveal some

identifiable phases that interfere with differentaspects of the child's

psychicmaturity. Survival ofthis disempowering experience requires

some degreeofmature psychic development Hereunderare the

identifiablesexual abusephases and their effect on ego development as

delineatedby Kilgore(1988):
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2.1.3.1.1. Engagement. This is the periodwhereby the offender

introduces inducements to a sexualact. These may includerewards,

threat orboth. Invoking the adultpower status as an idealized object,

the offender gainsaccess to the powerless child.

The sexual relationship is oftenpresented to the child as a special

relationship that offersessential validation ofthe child's grandiosity in

exchange for compliance. This oftencreatesa psychic dilemma for the

childwho simultaneously perceives and confuses the "good" object

with the "bad" behavior(i.e. the unwanted, overly intrusive,

disempowering qualities ofsexualabuse). As young children may have

not yet acquired the awareness ofa moral context for child sexual

abuse, the development ofself becomes fragmented in relation to the

goodversus bad, abusive versusnonabusive, empowering versus

disempowering part of the self.The rage and horrorof

disempowerment and victimization are internalized as parts of the "bad

self'. This in turn allows the victimto maintaina fantasy ofthe object

as "good". This is conceived as protecting the vulnerable self which

cannotprotectitself. This is doneby modification of the environment

due to fearoflosing the objectthrough annihilation or abandonment
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This disempowerment results in poorbalanceofobjectrelation and

regulation ofego (Kilgore, 1988).

2.1.3.1.2. The sexual act in the abuse. The literature on childsexual

I ' ..

abusestateclearly that life circumstances change as a resultofthe

abuse (Finkelhor and Browne, 1986; Russel, 1986; Dublerand Motta,

1999). This includes familial stability, peer relationships, involvement

with or isolation fromothersocialsystems and personality structure of

the victim. Kilgore (1988) maintains that the traumaresultant from

child sexualabusecorrelates directly with the degree ofpowerlessness

experienced by the victim. This further relates directly to the

development ofthe selfand ego structure. The reality testing and

judgmentbecomes focused on the internal polarization ofbad self!

goodobject(Ellenson, 1984).

In such a disempowerment, object relations reenactthe injurious

relationship in an actual or idealized way and thought processes

become fixated on representations ofthe trauma, hence poorego

development, poor self worth feelings and suicide ideation, to namebut

a few.
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2.1.3.1.3. Secrecy. This feature is well documented in child sexual

abuse literature. The secrecyresults in invocation ofthe self and

vulnerability of the egoin the serviceofprotectingthe abusive

relationship (Kilgore, 1988).The inherentthreat ensures secrecy.ofthe

abusiveand disempowering relationship.

2.1.3.1.4. Suppression. Disclosuremay heighten the child's anxiety

level Suppression is an attempt to alleviate this anxietythroughdenial.

Thismay take the form of forgetting. When snppression is reinforced,

overt responses to the abuse are submergedand manifestedas

persistent, severe, latent symptoms or generaldisempowerment

(Kilgore, 1988).

2.1.3.1.5. Survival. Objectrelation theoristsmaintain that survival is by

resolving the dilemmaofgood object!bad self (Ellenson, 1984).lfthe

child doesnot receive therapeutic assistance for this victimization, this

dilemmamay not be resolved. This will in tum result in the victim's

developmental capabilities thwarted (Kilgore, 1988).

2.1.4. FeministTheories ofchild sexual abuse..

The feminist accountof child sexual abuse takes, as its point of
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departure, the emotional havocexperienced bywomenand child

victims who are powerless in relation to the offender (Hermann and

Hirchman, 1981; James and MacKinnon, 1990). Males are viewed as

havingpowergreater than that ofwomen even in the wider

socioeconomic system. In any form. of sexualabusethere is abuseof

powerby the perpetrator (Magwaza, 1994).

Patriachal structure enshrines men's dominance overwomenand

children. This creates the condition for any type of abuseto occur.

Fumiss(1991) asserts that maleshavebeen socialized to use sex as a

way ofexpressing emotions, obtaining "power"and a senseofpersonal

adequacy. Conflicts ofmasculinity and identification with the aggressor

result in men abusingyoung and powerless children (Hermann and

Hirchmann, 1981).

The feminist writings also characterise mothers as powerless in the

hands ofthe abusive fathers. Mothers in Ndlovu's (1994) studyare

characterised as havingresponsibility by their culture at large for the

well being oftheir families.

2.2. Review oftherapeutic programs ofchild sexual abuse
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This section is brought into discussion to complement and supplement

theories of sexualabuse. However, it is not by anymeans an exhaustive

inventory oftherapeutic ideas andprograms in this area
, .

Edwards(1989) contends that primary prevention ofchildsexualabuse is

the methodofchoice. Reviewofthe literature shows manydiverse and

variedsexual abuseprogrammes that have a "feeling safe" flavor. The

mediathrough whichthe message is conveyed includes video, drama,

lectures and puppetshows (Walker, Bonner, & Kaufman, 1988). These

focus on what childsexual abuseis, whomight the offender be, and

what actions to take ifsomeone tries to abusethe child Therationale for

prevention rests on a numberofrealities. First, based on population

surveys, a largenumberofchildren appearto be potential victims of

sexualexploitations. Secondly, studiesofadult survivors oftenreport

that theywouldhave beenspared iftheyhad beenprovided with basic

information about this phenomenon (FinkeIhor, 1986; Burkett, 1991).

Also, despite increases in the availability ofinterventions for the victims/

potential victims many peoplestill see sex matters as a taboo and renders

preventative knowledge obsolete in real situations (Sgroi, 1982). In

Ndlovu's (1994) study ofthe mothers ofthe victims it was alsoevident
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that some mothers were ill-equipped to deal with this problem.

Most researchers havesuggested that schools with their consistent and

longitudinal contactwith children and families, appearto be themost

promising institutions for delivery ofpreventative efforts (Wurtelle,

1987). Generally educational programs attempt to provide children with

information about the problem in an understandable age-appropiate

manner. Efforts are made to teach children to recognise potentially

dangerous situations andmake effective use ofthe options available to

them. Emphasized, is that victimization is the adultresponsibility, not

the child's. It is stressed that the childis not at faultshould this

happen.Theprogrammes vary in their cope offocus. For example, some

deal with specific and limited issue ofsexualabuse, whileothers

incoporates broaderissues like independent thinking, decision-making,

exercising judgment,communicating effectively (e.g. assertiveness

training)andhandlingpeer-pressure (Dayee, 1982).

All these programmes, although differing alongnumberof different

dimensions, have common conceptemphasizing:-

* teachingthe ability to know the difference between good and bad
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touches.

* because ofdifficulty in talkingaboutsex, the concept of 'privatepart'

is introduced.

* teaching importance oftrusting one's feelings and the ability to

distinguish between goodfeelings and bad feelings.

* warning that the offender maybe someone knownto the child.

* children's basic rightofsaying 'no' shouldsomeone touches themin

a way thatmakes themfeel uncomfortable.

* lastly, children should tell a trusted adult ifanyone touches themin an

inappropriate manner.

Research into the effectiveness ofthese preventative measures have

yielded variable results (Conte, Rosen, Saperstein and Shermack(1986).

This suggests that suchprograms alone are not the solution. Secondary

and tertiary interventions are necessary to adequately address this

problem. In community psychology this is one step ofresolving the

problem Early identification and rehabilitation calls for networking of

community agents to address the problem. In line with these ideas, most

communities have established Crisis Centers involving police, justice,

education andhealth (doctors, nurses, psychologists, socialworkers,
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etc.) personnel

Saulter (1988)provides a review of therapeutic programmes and

promulgates groups done in behaviortherapeutic terms as the best

option.Hereunderis a briefliterature review of the groupwork with

victimsofsexual abuse.

2.2.1. Groupwork with sexuallyabused victims.

The benefitsof group therapy have eloquently been delineated by

Yalom (1985). The most curative factors relevant to victims ofsexual

abuse are thoseofuniversality, interpersonal learning, identification,

altruism, self-understanding and the instillation ofhope. It is the

powerful experience for the victim to learn thatshe is not alone with the

'secret' ofsexual assault The establishment of relationship with others

in the similarsituationprovides a nonnative contextwithin which she

can ventilate her fears, frustrations and anger. Once the individual victim

is introducedinto the group and the group is functioning as a cohesive

unit, it is possible to assist the victimwith some ofthe most sensitive and

delicateareasofthe problem. The revelation ofshamefuland guilty

feelings, and the impact ofthe knowledge ofthe abuse on her own
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sexuality, are effectively dealtwith.

Morgan andCummings (1999) evaluated the benefits ofgroup therapy

with thevictims utilizing the feminist empowerment model. The model

emphasizes that childsexualabuseoccurwithin the relationships and

that healings cannotoccurin isolation. In this studyvictims were able to

examine societal and political factors that contribute to sexual

abuse. Also, the failure to trust others, isolation feelings, generalized

fear ofmales were addressed.

Hagan andSmail(1991) in theirpower-mapping, groupwork is

emphasizes as this confronts the politico-socio-cultural context ofthe

victims to ensure the following:

* greater insightinto someaspects ofabuse that arenot intrapsychic by

definition

* redirection ofabuserelated anger fromself to perpetrator and! or

'situations', leading to a concomittant reduction in self punitive thoughts

and feelings.

* development ofself-perception less based upon conformity to

destructive cultural beliefs and morereflective of self-acceptance and

self-determination.
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* a moveaway froma pathology- based interpretations that stress

reflects individual's weakness! dysfunction.

In a community psychology reflection, a group ofthis nature is a first

step toward socialaction as well as a comprehensive nation-building.

To :fully develop a working theoryfor this study, a childsexualabuse

distinguishing characteristic ofdisempowerment has to be explicated

using the available theoretical data and somemeans have to be devised

to connect this reviewwith the methodology.

The following sectionintroduces the background, underlying

philosophy, development and application ofpower-mapping

methodology.

2.3. Theoretical consideration on power-mapping

This part reviews the background, underlying philosophy, concept and

application ofpower-mapping to the problem ofchildsexualabuse.
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2.3.1. Background to power-mapping

Approaches to personal functioning and questions of therapy in the

broad clinical field arenotorious for their espousal ofa wide range of

theoretical approaches. Some arefrequently contradictory. For

example, the gulfbetween behavioral on the one hand and

psychodynamic or "humanistic" therapies on the other couldscarcely

be wider. Theirphilosophical and moral implication are hardly

overlapping at all. Psychologists have on the whole dealt with this

problemby resortingto some form ofeclecticism (Corsini, 1984). For

example"cognitive behaviorism" blurs theoretical contradictions. This

eclecticism bas the advantage ofproviding a wide range and

uncontentious framework for the application ofa range ofclinical

techniques. It has, however made it difficultto develop a theoretical

basis for clinical practicewhich is accurate, distinctive and fruitful

rather than a bland, elasticand essentially untestable one. It is the

same with the problemofchild sexual abuse. It has well-documented

research findings! theories but treatment efficacyis in its infancy

(FinkeIhor, 1994).

The present researcher is often confronted by such questions as the
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following: Towhat extent are our clients held responsible for their

difficulties and distress they find themselves in? How much is it within

their power to effect changesto their condition?

Psychologists offer therapythrough "insight", "interpretation",

"cognitive restructuring" (Robin and Foster, 1989), etc. and believe

clients will make the necessary adjustments to their lives to render their

existencemore tolerable. Is this not viewing human psychology as

capable of self-inaugurated change?How far are people the authors of

their own action and how far are they at the mercy of"environmental

forces" outsidetheir control?

Personal discussionwith severalpsychologists revealed that there is

frequently very little their clients can do about the predicament they

find themselves in. But the theoreticalresources to which they can turn

to takes account oftheir experienceare sparse indeed. The central

problem, as the present researchersees it, is that there has developed so

far in this field no thorough-going "environmental" account of

individualpsychological functioning.

Radical behaviorism(Gantt, 1970), as the present researcherviews it,
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treats the individual as the "dependent variable" ofa manipulative

environment This school ofthought should have developed beyond

the most rudimentary andsimplistic viewofwhat the "independent
, .

variable" - the environment - consisted of. This seems to have

presented as a largely unanalysed worldof"contingencies of

reinforcement", mostly constructed by behavioral scientists themselves.

The absence from thispicture ofthe realworldwhichtheir clients were

struggling with, is problematic. Clinicians, in trying to correct, brought

it back in the form of"meaning" What was affecting their clients was

not just the immediate fieldofrewards and punishment impinging upon

them, but their"perception" (Robinand Foster, 1989) ofevents as

shapedby experience ofa verymuch widerpersonal and social

world.

The insightofbehaviorism was cancelled out by a cognitivism which,

whetherexplicitly or not, was inevitably subjective and voluntaristic.

, The site ofclinical work: became not the world itselfbut the

meaning-systems (thepsychology) through which clients interpreted it,

and it was supposed that therapeutic change couldbe effectedby

working on experience per se, i.e, detached from whatever it was
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experience of. This represented a failure to see that the problem with

behaviorism was not so much its neglect ofmeaning as its utterly

inadequate treatment ofenvironmental influence: it simplytookno

accountat all ofthe natureofthe socialworld in whichwe all - clients

and clinicians- exist.

It is however noted in the literature that some attempts at takingthe

realityofsocialpower seriously in the "therapeutic field" has an old

history. AlfredAdler, Eric Fromm,KarenHomey, H.S. Sullivan and

RonaldLaingprovideexamples ofpeople who have to a greateror lesser

extentplacedindividual distress in the contextof a social fieldofpower

beyondthe individual's control (Ansbacher, 1957;Fromm, 1947,

Fromm, 1958; Homey, 1950;Laing, 1965;Sullivan, 1953). Outside

-

the Anglo-American tradition, the Frenchpsychologist! philosopherl

historianMichelFaucaulthas constructed an influential theoretical

understanding ofthe results ofpower in relationto personal

functioning (Foucault, 1977; Foucault, 1979;Gordon,1980; Kritzman,

1988;Nay, 1992). All such thinking, coupledwith some defmition

problems ofempowerment, as well as the term's link to political and

economic descriptions, remained marginal to clinical othodoxy.
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Reliving of this debate has beenundertaken by the English

psychologist and Professor, DavidSmail and Teressa Hagan in the 90s.

Their argument takes, as the pointofdeparture, that emotional distress

can be understood and "treated"onlywithin the social context. The

client is seenas partially the object, partially the recipient ofpowers

and resources which bears downuponhim/her from a social

environment which extends far beyond his /her personal horizon

(Haganand Smail, 1997 a,b). Fig 1 showsa conceptualization ofthe

typicalenvironment ofpsychotherapy. This suggests that the principal

contributors to psychological explanation and treatment are the two

protagonists of the consulting room.

consulting

<:e~~
room

Figure 1: the environment oftherapy

In Fig.2 although still inevitably at the centre, the relative importance of
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both client and therapist shrinkdramatically.

social environment

o
family

therapist

significant others

Figure 2: therapy in perspective

Figure3 shows that the siblings, parents as well as significant others are

significant actors withinthe social field. However, these stillneedto be

placed in a perspective which takes intoaccountmore"distal" and

powerful influences.
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siblings

00000
significant other.

Figure 3 : the environment of"pathogenesis"

The important point is that a client's feelings! conduct is to be

understoodnot as the outcome ofacts ofwill based on the interaction

ofhisl her personalmeaning-systemswith those ofthe "significant

others" (including the therapist) in the immediatesocial environment,

but as a result ofthe play ofpower within the social environment as a

whole. Figure4 sketches out the features ofthe social environment

which needs to be considered in an adequate psychology ofpersonal
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distress: the bodily experience ofpersonal pain which brings clients to

clinicians may start out as the operation of influences put intomotion

by powers completely unknown both to sufferers and clinicians.

family;l-- ·

CI)

CI)

ll.J
0:::
Q
~-

. politics

economics

culture

information medi etc.

domestic and work. situation

education

personal relationships

experiences

ldistal influences

proximal influences

1
beliefs, dreams, memories, wishes, etc.

bodilysensation

feelings ofcomfort, pain, fear, etc.

the person

"symptom::o:;:::.s'_' ---l.

Figure4: Influence ofthe social environment
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Ifit is set in an accurate theoretical perspective, the clinical practice is

bound to operate within the proximal terrain ofpowerin whichclients

find themselves in (Hagan and Smail, 1997).

2.3.2. Application ofpower-mapping to child sexual abuse

Perhapsthe mostradicalaspectofa thorough-going environmental

psychology ofthis kind is thatit removes the spotlight (theFoucaultian

notion of "clinical gaze")from client's"psychology" and replaces it

with an analysis of the powers and resources bearing down on them,

plus the powers and resources available to them after their situation.

Hagan and Smail (1997) therefore emphasize mapping the terrainof

power in whichtheir clients are located.

This perspective overcomes someofthe most vexedquestions that may

be askedin childsexualabuse. For example, the questions ofthe victim

being"normal" or having"pathology" are neverasked. Rather the

emphasis is on the situations they occupy Furthermore, the notions of

what one might call therapeutic recalcitrance (e.g. resistance, lackof

motivation, personality disorder, dependence, etc.) is translated into a

much cooler and lessmorally loadedconsideration of the way and extent
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to whichpowers andresources become available to clients. Also

important, the paradoxinvolved in tryingthrough therapy to render

the dependent variable (i.e. the personofthe victim) independent is

resolved: instead, the clinician's focus becomes the extentto whichthe

truly independent variable (the environment ofthe victim) can indeedbe

varied ( Smail, 2000).

Appliedto childsexualabuse, power-mapping has profound

significance for the way change and outcome is perceived after clinical

intervention. Ratherthan focusing on disordered characteristics of the

victims, the clinician may attempt to measure the extentto which

victims are subjected to damaging social influences (what traumatises

them) as wellas the availability to themofpowers and resources which

maybe exerted in their own interest Therapytherefore becomes the

process ofanalysing the effects ot: and attempting to increase access to

environmental influence. The improvement is themeasurement ofthe

extent to whichsuch attempts are successful. This methodof

intervention is therefore not based on patientsand is not a treatment,

andclients are not diagnosed. Rather it is a simple way ofclarifying the

environmental damage to victims ofsexual abuse, advising where
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appropriate themarshalling ofresources whichmight counteract such

effects.

2.4. Conclusion

This chapterreviewed available literature in the areaofchildsexual

abuse. The central coreofpowerlessness was stressed and some

therapeutic workwith emphasis on group intervention on the victims,

was reviewed. Someattempts have been made to bridge the gap between

the theoretical basisof this study andthe theorybehindthe selective use

ofpower-mapping by reviewing the relevant literature. Some

background, philosophy as well as the application ofpower-mapping has

been explored.

The next chapter is a methodology for this study. Thevalidity, reliability

and ethicalconsiderations ofthe methodology is highlighted in the way

it has beenusedwith othercontexts.
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CHAPTERTIIREE METHODOLOGY

3.1. Introduction

The presentresearcher believes the meaningofchild sexual abuse to

victims shouldbe ascertained before any therapeutic endeavoris

planned. Such meaningofthe abuse for the victims can be realised by

adoptingcertainways ofexperiencing, interpreting and relating to the

incident depending on the circumstances, pressuresand opportunities

available to them. It is for this reason thatpower-mapping method was

consideredrelevant for this study. The Sheffieldclinic, Nottingham, UK,

has developed and extensively applied thismethod for the following

purposes, as stated by Hagan and Smail (1997):

3.1.1. Extending the powerhorizon.historically and currently.

Clients are assistedto understandthemselves, to givemeanings to the

experiences and develop a historicalsense ofthemselves. This explains

why they are the way theyare. Clients constructtheirmeanings in

terms ofthe way they understandtheir experiences and opportunities.

In this way their powerlessness is mapped.
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3.1.2. Tendency to abuse power

Sometimes client's difficulties may have something to do with the way

they abuse the power theyhave. Instances ofchildrestrictions, ..

excessive punitivemeasures, etc. may be clearly stated and thus

understood.

3.1.3. Encouraging and fostering solidarity

Groupwork is encouraged where clients help each other formulating

maps. This changes somenegative aspects ofclients observedin

individual therapy. For example, dependence, known to be a notorious

trait is framedas a need for proximal solidarity in groupwork, and

thereforeas desirable and reasonable.

3.1.4. Exploringwindowsofopportunity

Maps help in lookingat the social positionclientsmay occupy, and help

in exploringpossibilities or opportunities throughwhich they might

acquire morematerial, ideological and institutional power, e.g. the

plight of anoretics, etc. Moreover, maps highlightpeople's need to get
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jobs, increase their education and create conditions ofmaximising

security ofresources.

3.2. TheTechniqye ofPower-mapping
..

In the presentstndy ofchildsexualabuse this methodhas been

adoptednot as a standardised methodology bnt as a form to work

things out The researcher and subjects share the epistemological level

as they bothnegotiate it Towork in this fashion, the researcher had to

avoida patronizing professional superiority or anymystifying

theoretical secrecy or opacity. The process ofpower-mapping had to be

laid out with complete openness to subjects. Where the subjectsand

researcher had different perspectives on the nature ofthe subject's

difficulties, therehadto be negotiation as to a view ofwhat the

problemreally was. In this method it is necessary to be flexible; for

example, in the casewherenotionally ifnot actually, subjectsand

researcher were operating on different perspective of the situation, this is

resolved by each party drawingalternative maps of the terrain according

to how theyreflectthe different perspectives involved. This willbe

elucidated in the discussion section of this thesis.
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Hereunder are the perspectives that havebeen found to be universal with

the clients in Sheffield clinic (Haganand Smail, 1997a,b):

3.2.1. Home and family environment

This perspective looks at the degree to which relations with members of

the family, past or present, providea senseof solidarity and support. If

considered an asset, the clientcoulduse it Ifliability, the client's

ability to dealwith the problem will be impaired.

3.2.2. Social environment

This is how clients makeuse ofcontacts in their socialand

recreational activities.

3.2.3. Personal resources.

Thesemaybe biological acquisitions or the interaction within the

biological dispositions, social givens and psychological attributes.

3.2.4.Material resources

This covers all that is considered in people's ability to influence the
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factors whichbear downupon themto causedistress, i.e. the benefits,

comforts and evenmoney.

The above perspectives, due to their significance and universality.are

considered conceptually relevant in outlining the terrainofpower

within whichmore precise estimates ofpowermay be made in this

research.

Fig 5 demonstrates theseproximal fields ofpoweradaptedfrom the

perspectives discussed above. Research enquiry, therefore proceeds

throughtheiranalysis. This will be fully explicated in the section on

procedure.

home

social

Figure 5: Conceptual framework of terrain ofpowers and resources.
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3.3. Phenomenological approach

The use of this approach in this studyis based on its reality- seeking of

the life ofthe subjects. Phenomenological researchers are known.to be

rigorous, systematic andmethodical in describing the livedmeanings

ofphenomena as experienced by people (Cleaver, 1988).

3.4. Subjects

A groupofvictims ofsexualabusewas chosenamongthe inmates ofSt

Francis Childrens Home in Newcastle for the purposeofthis study. The

criteriafor inclusion were thus:-

* Subjectshouldbe agedbetween 13 to 19years (see the working

definition in ChapterOne above).

* A group of5 victims sufficedas the nature of this study

requires quality ofinformation, not the frequency with which it occurs

from subject to subject (Koning 1979).

* Subjects shouldhave no historyof incapacitating psychiatric illness or

difficulty in mental processing.
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* Subjects shoulddisplay a willingness to be opento talk about their

predicaments in a group setting. Theymust be verbally fluent and able

to communicate their feelings, thoughts and perceptions in relation to
> •

child sexualabuse.

-Subjects shouldbeZuluspeakers, the home language ofthe researcher

to obviate thepossibility oflosing subtlesemantic nuanceshappening

when translation is done(Levy 1973).

3.5. Procedure

Accordingto Hagan and Smail (1997) maps are essential in order to:-

* guidethe interviewer and interviewee to map currentcircumstances

* provide a visual summary of the client's current I past position

* targetareas for concerted actionto increase power

* monitor progress in therapy

* measure outcomes

* compare clients in a group.

Toelicit a wealth ofinformation beforeforming an empowerment group,

a range of clinical techniques wereemployed. Thesewere clinical
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interviews, projective techniques, intellectual assessment, use of

genograms and collateral information from significant others. The

rationale andprocess of the above will be presented in the following

chapteron discussion.

The following power-mapping research stimulus statement in

conjuction with the information elicited from individual subjects became

the stepping stone. Itwas put forward to the group like this:-

"Let us together work out what the principal sources ofdifficulty in

each ofyourlivesare, or have been since you found yourselves with

this problem (ofsexualabuse). Let us work out, what are the damaging

influences to which you havebeen subjected. Let us

considerwhatyou can do about them. Let us try and identify any

powersor resources available to you so that you improve your

situation."

In addition, two phenomenological questions "What doesempowerment

mean to you"and "What does sexualabusemean to you" were asked to

obtaina comprehensive pictureofthesephenomena.
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The researcher was emphasizing consideration more than action since

the possibilities for improvement sometimes become limited. The group

assistedeach other in formulation ofwhat the problem really was for

each particular subject. '.

The fieldofpowermaycontainassets and liabilities. The former is the

positive sourceofmaterial advantage, social solidarity, or any"power,"

while thelatter refers to the operation ofessentially malign or

damaging forces in one's life. The group assistedeach otherin rating

positively or negatively according to thejudgmentofthe extentofthe

influence involved. The score ofzero indicates no particular positive or

negative importance for the element in question. This will againbe

thoroughly explicated in the following chapter.

3.6. Reliability, validity and ethical consideration

Validity implies that the instrument measures what it aims to measure

(Kerlinger,1986). Lofland(1971) argued that the validity of findings in

qualitative research is not reallypossible. The argument that this author

brings to our awareness is that eventhough qualitative methods

have been well-formulated, there are few guidelines ensuring valid
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conclusions. The power-mapping methodology and its background

historyofapplication has been well-covered in the previouschapter.

The standarddefinition ofreliability says the research instrument must

produce consistentresultson repeateduse. Krippendorf(1980) argues

thatin qualitative research, the researcherhim/herselfis partlythe

research instrument, thereforethe consistency ofresults depends on his!

her skillsas a researcher. From the power-mapping history of

application, it can be argued that it is objective. As both the researcher

and the subjects negotiate the methodology, subjectivity is minimisedto

obtain an objective ( intersubjectivity agreed) analysis ofthe workings of

power in the victims ofchild sexual abuse. Also, researcherbias

(Henwood& Pidgeon 1992), ie. a deviationfrom the empiricaltruth or

fact, shouldbe avoided. Ifsuch objectivity is achieved, reliability is then

achieved.

Rather than validityand reliability, qualitative research is concerned

with the integrity and credibilityofthe researcher in the authentic

relation with co-researchers for faithful description, explicationand

interpretation ofdata
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Ethicalconsideration in research on child sexual abuseis not

extensively covered in the available literature. Childsexual abuse is a

sensitive area Its research therefore needs to be carefully weighed

againstthe background that no secondary abuseofany nature would

result Thepower-mapping methodology ensures that participation is

neitherstressful nor upsetting to subjects.

3.7. Conclusion

This chapterexplicated the methodology adopted for this study.

Validity and reliability ofchoosing this methodology has beenargued

with reference to its development and application. Ethical

considerations were alsodiscussed.

The next chapteris a discussion fromthe data collection (pretesting),

analysis and remapping (posttesting).
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CHAPTER 4 DISCUSSION

This chapter is a discussion wbichemanated from the study. Data collection,

analysis (mapping, intervention andremapping) and

discussion ofthe findings are presented

4.1.Data Collection.

This sectionpresents how the methodology was applied and data

collected. As discussed earlier, power-mapping is not a standardised

format It is a way to put things right Both subjects and researcher

negotiate it Following is moreelaboration of the procedure:

4.1.1.Elicitation ofinformation for power-mapping.

As noted in the previous chapter, before the formation ofa group of

victims ofchildsexualabuse, preliminary clinical information was

collected It wasnecessary first to obtaindetailed accounts of the

individual cases ofsexualabuse. Clinical microskills were applied.

Where an abuseepisode was frightening, the researcher neededto be

tactfulwith the risk ofrecreating the experience ofsuffering to subjects.

The researcher had to exercise sensitiveness in the inquiry, becauseof
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being a male.

The researcher as a therapisthimself: had to be preparedfor dealing

with emotions emanating from the data collection that involves, among

other things, probing for ambiguity, a featuremostlyfound with

distressed individuals.

To benefit in elicitingthe much needed information for

power-mapping, the following clinical techniques were employed:-

4.1.1.1. The clinical interviews.

The openingphase ofthe interviews was concernedwith putting

the subject as a victimofchild sexual abuse at ease.Typically, an

explanation ofthe researcher's role, the purposeofthe interview,

confidentiality of the study as well as its ultimate purpose was

addressed. Informedconsentwas then obtained and signed by the parent/

caregiver(Appendix A) .

The middlephase was the actual clinical interview. The subject's

point ofviewwas sensitively followed and particularattention given to

quantification in terms ofseverity, frequency, and durationofthe given
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data.

To ensure validity of the clinical findings the following classic therapist

variables (Hill, 1985)werefacilitated:-

* Accurate empathy. This involves the communication of

understanding ofwhat is relatedto you.

* Nonpossessive warmth. This is the creation ofan accepting, safe,

trustingatmosphere within which the therapistconveys respectfor the

clientand withholds negative valuejudgments.

* Genuineness. This is a consistent sincerity in overtresponses to the

victim.

* Concreteness. This is seeking for specific examples of the problem

manifestations and situations.

The final phasewas a discussion of the feelings emanating from the

interview as well as a discussion on the empowerment group to be

fanned.

4.1.1.2. Projective techniques.

On the assumption thatchildren have a limited capacity for
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introspective self-description, or may be reluctant to disclose private

thoughts (Whaley, 1990),the researcherdevisedways to elicit fantasy.

Each subjectwas invitedto perform an artwork ofa person (DAP) and

herselfwith familymembers (KFD) doingthe usual activities. The

following observations were made :-

Artwork as a language. The colours they chosewas gives freedom to

relate anything. Pictures reflect those things a child finds

most importantand interesting. Working relationships are readily

established when they focus on artwork.

* Artwork as a perspective oflooking at life. As a skill art assists in

giving more ofa detailedview ofthe situation. It reveals the

obvious and the important

* Valuing the self. By drawing the child learns to value her work and

most of all, her self. This lays the groundwork for more sophisticated

ideas about the selfand the environment (i.e. during the actual

mapping).

* Having something to share. Communication, eitherverbal or through

art is a two-way thing. Subjects used artwork with appreciation, a smile
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and encouragement Theywere enthusiastic whenelaborating the

description oftheir artwork.

The artwork qualities wereexamined and discussed interpretatively in

'.
terms ofthe developmental and emotional contents. Furthermore,

artwork was used to openup areas ofconcernfor exploration and

discussion.

4.1.1.3 Intellectual Assessment

Intellectual assessment per se in a studyofchildsexualabusehas never

been docwnented. A Yale psychologist, Peter Salovey (1990) mapped

in greatdetail the ways in which the notionofintelligence canbe

broughtto emotions. This endevor is not new. Thorndike who became

influential in popularizing the notion ofIntellectual Quotient (IQ) in

the 1920's and 1930's, alsoproposedemotional intelligence as an ability

to understand peopleandexperiences and thus acting wiselyin human

relations (Sternberg, 1985). According to this author, this is a very

important aspectofthe person's IQ. An exhaustive presentation of

arguments emanating fromthe concept ofemotional intelligence is

beyondthe scopeof this thesis.
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In this study, intelligence assessment and consideration ofits relevance

to emotions was donefor the following reasons>

Knowing one's emotions. Self-awareness (i.e. recognising a feeling and

monitoring it fromtimeto time) is a crucial psychological insight and

self-understanding. Inability to notice feelings leaves one at its mercy.

Likewise, people with greater certainty abouttheir feelings arebetter

pilots of their lives.

* Managing emotions. Handling feelings so that they are appropriate is

an ability basedon self-awareness, i.e, the ability to soothe oneself,

shake offrampant anxiety or irritability.

* Motivating oneself. Marshalling emotions in the service ofa goal,

self-motivation, self-control and delaying ofgratification and

impulsiveness.

* Recognizing other's emotions. Empathy and altruism.

* Handling relationships. Dealingwith emotions ofothers.

There is, however, to the present researcher's understanding, no

standardised instrument that assesses emotional intelligence. In this
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study the basic IQ was quantitatively assessed. Thebasic intelligence in

terms ofIQ were further qualitatively assessed in terms ofthe above

qualities. It is important to note that one subjectwho was functioning
..

within the mildretardation rangewas included in the studyas she

qualitatively satisfied these requirements. This laid a ground for a more

demanding power-mapping

4.1.1.4 Use ofGenograms.

The researcher wishedto elicita differentiated pictureofeachsubject's

self concept withrespectto family and siblingrelationships,

achievements, self-identity and ambitions. Sincethe subjects'

developmental limitations wouldrestrict this conceptualization,

genograms weregenerated with eachsubject.

4.1.1.5. Collateral information

Collateral information in the form ofclass reports, parental interviews

or caregiver'sbehavioral descriptions wereused. This was incorporated

in the global information to formulate maps.

4.I.2.Groupwork
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After individual consultations were completed, subjectswere seen in a

group. Group phenomenawere encouraged, for example, self disclosure,

catharsis in an acceptingenvironment, universality ofproblems,.

self-understanding, vicarious learning and above all, the instillation of

hope. The observation was that group cohesion,peer guidance and

altruismprevailed.

Subjects formulated grouprules, discussedconfidentiality and study

objectives. To providemore comfort, deep breathingand progressive

muscular relaxation techniques were introducedin all group sessions.

For the wholestudy (pretesting, intervention & posttesting) the group met in

10 sessions.

4.1.2.1. Presentationofvignettes

Qualitative studies become clear and make sense ifthey are written in

phrases thatsubjects use. Leininger (1985) advocates that unlike

quantitative studies, theyneed a large publishingspace. This author

argues that reducing a qualitativereport to the space norms of a

quantitative study often leads to omissions ofmaterial needed to
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understand qualitative findings. To fully complywith this author's

i
suggestionmay not be possible due to the limitednature of this research \ ,

thesis. Onlydescriptions ofcases will be presented:

Case no.l

Child's age 16
" -

Siblings 2 boys, 2 girls
- - -

Abuser's age 28
- - ---_."~--

Relationship to child stranger .

Child's intelligence belowaverage

Level ofeducation grade 7
,----

Parents' occupation father- unskilled

mother- housewife

Areaofresidence rural

This girl was sent to her uncle at Osizweni township. There was no

transport on her way back. Seeing that it was getting dark, she decided to

walk home. Along the way a patrollingpolice van came.

Policemengave her a lift for "protection". As the van was needed at the
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station, oneofthem claimed to be takingher home, only to sexually

abuseher later.

At first her motherdid notbelieve this story, leading to some

communication problems and the childbeing takento the Children

Home. Lateron her mother believed her and became supportive. Mother

said the father eventhreatened to expel bothmotherand a child.
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Caseno 2

Child's age 14

Siblings 1 girl
• 0

Abuser's age 19
.

Relationship to child related bysurname only

Child's Intelligence borderline intelligence

Level ofeducation Grade 6

Parents' occupation father- unemployed

mother- sellsvegetables (not

staying together)

Area ofresidence township

This child was sent to borrowcandles from a family relative. A 19year

old boy opened the doorand locked it behindher after she entered.

When the incident was relatedto her mother, the offenderwas furious

and developed some threatening spells and ambushed her on the way to

school. Finally she stopped schooling. The case was lost as the child

failed to understand the courtprocedure. To her understanding taking

oath was a signofbeingnot believed. She sufferednightmares and this
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necessitatedmedical attention.

Her parents are not staying together. Mother kept this a secret fearing

that her father might overreact She endedup in the ChildrenHome as
..

mother wanted her to continuewith school despitesome threats from

the offender.
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Caseno3

Child's age 18

Siblings .
none

Abuser's age unknown

Relationship to child- stranger

Child's intelligence mild mental retardation

Level ofeducation attending special school

Parent's occupation all unemployed-living on the

disability grant ofthe child

Area ofresidence township

This child developed loss ofappetite, suicidal ideation and somatization

disorder. When mothernoticed vaginal discharges in her underwear she

approached her. At first the child denied any sexualabusebut lateron

this was disclosed.

Apparently she was givenRIO to keep quiet and buy soap. Whenthe

matter was reported to the police, the court failed to prosecute sayingthe

victim's testimony was not reliable because ofher level ofintellectual
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functioning. Her motherwas devastated and sought therapy herself.

She became incapable ofproviding emotional careto the child. The

victimwas thenremoved fromhome.
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Case no 4

Child's age 19
-

Siblings 2 stepbrothers

Abuser's age estimated 36 .

Relationship to child stepfather

Child's intelligence average intelligence

Level ofeducation Grade 10
-_.- ------- -

Parents' occupation Biological father- unknown

stepfather- skilled

motherskilled

Areaofresidence township

The victim had been staying at boarding schoolas her motherfeared that

step-father mightnot approve ofher staying with them. Due to financial

constraints this yearshe cameto stay with them. Mother could not afford

to adequately pay for school fees. Contrary to what motherthought,

the stepfather welcomed the child. One day, whilsther motherwas away

for a ceremony at work, thestepfathersexually abusedthe child.
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Neighbours blamed the mother, saying her absence was encouraging

abuse. The childwas thenreferred to Childrens Home.

..
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Case no 5

Child's age 13

Siblings none
•._~ -

--~ ._~~.-._.~_._~

Abuser's age 38 .
!

Relationship to child stepfather
f-----~-- ------- ------- -

Child's intelligence below average I
I

Level ofeducation Grade6
f--- -

Parents' occupation Biological father- unknown

stepfather- unemployed

mother- semiskilledlabour

Areaofresidence Rural

This abuse took a long timeto be disclosed. Whenever mother was away

the stepfatherused to fondle and interfere with the child's privateparts.

After 6 months he finally penetratedher. She cried and told the

neighboureverything that bas been happening all along. She was then

removed to Childrens Home.
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4.1.2.2. Group Themes

The emerging individual and group themes were discussed in relationto

the responses generated by the stimulus statement ofpower-mapping (as

discussed in the previous chapter).

Therewere someoverlaps in the way someofthe information elicited

referred to the conceptual terrainofpowers. The following

observations were made:

* Homeand family life.

This domain was formed utilizing information obtained from clinical

interviews, the use ofgenograms, projective techniques and the

power-mapping stimulus question.

* Social life-

This embraced information from clinical interview, projective

techniques, collateral information and the power-mapping stimulus

question.

* Personal Resources-

This consisted ofinformation obtained from clinical interview, use of
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genograms, intellectual assessment as well as collateral information.

* Material Resources

This incorporated information from clinical interviews, collateral

information and the power-mapping stimulus question.

Arrangement of this vast amount ofinformation necessitated much

researcher ingenuity. Two sessions per subjectandtwo group sessions

were necessary to collect comprehensive data to be used in formation

ofmaps. Theothereightgroup sessions were necessary for discussion of

maps, intervention andremapping.

The researcher and subjects together had to workthrough some

inevitable empirical imperfections and logical anomalies which

emanated from the data. For example, it was not always possible to hold

the objective aspects ofa subject's situation completely distinct from her

subjective appraisal of, or reaction to them. In caseofsuch

discrepancies, it was resolved thatfollowing the spirit rather than the

letter ofthe mapping procedure was essential andnegotiation on any

judgmentwas aswell important
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Generation ofthe conceptual frameworks and ratings tooksometime.

Each subjecthad to come with a notebook to the group session. The

payoffs to this daunting endevour was that a final evaluation of this

exercise by subjects suggested that these conceptual frameworks- were

sufficiently reasonable to account for all the subject's terrainofpower.

4.2.3. Mappingthe Terrains ofpower

The terrains ofpower in each sectwere divided into seven-point scales,

in whichthe level ofresource is positively or negatively available to the

individual. It must be noted, however that these wereby no means

followed rigidly. Someexplanation will be givenin cases where this did

not apply. GeneraIIy the following were the guidelines:

* 0 - No advantageous situation! no problematic situation. In rare

occasions, where thereareno negative ratings ( as will be indicated in

the areaofsocial life) a zeroratingis a realproblematic situation.

* Positive I - just advantageous! availability ofbenefit

* Positive 2 - significantly advantageous! availability ofbenefit

* Positive 3 - strongly advantageous! availability ofbenefit
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* Negative l-just a problematic/ worrying situation

* Negative 2- significant problematic/ worrying situation

* Negative 3- serious problematic! worrying situation

4.2.3.1 Collective mapping ofpowerterrain of Material Resources of the

empowerment group ofchildsexual abuse

It is the contention ofthe presentresearcher that a basicrequirement of

good qualitative research is that categories constituting the building

blocksof the emerging theory shouldfit data well. One way ofworking

towards this has beenespoused by HenwoodandPidgeon(1992). These

authors argue that this can be achieved by writing a comprehensive

definition summarizing whyphenomena have beenlabelled in a

certainway. This, in terms ofresearch validity, produces a public

productwhich makesexplicit the initially tacit conceptual classifications

perceived by the researcher. As such it allows both the researcher and

peers to evaluate fit Hereunder, is a detailed analysis of the terrains,

indications ofoccurrences (cases) and the descriptions givento the

phenomena (terrains ofpower and resources).
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Table I.l. Positive 3 ratings on material resources

Tenain Case no descriptions

money 0 having pocket money
in times ofneed

parental worksituation 0 parental workfulfilling!

.

school progress 0 getting A's or B's in
overall class work

health issues 0 no comment

physical environment 0 living in luxurious

setting

From Table1.1. it is notedthat the empowerment group found

themselves havingno material resources in their livesthat couldbe rated

as a strong advantage! ofbenefit (positive3). It mustbenoted that the

groupdid not comment on the description ofhealthissues in this rating.

The reasonwasthat thereis no identifiable positive rating ifone is
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healthy.

Table 1.2. Positive 2 ratings on material resources

j
I

!
I
i,

Tenain case no description
.

money 0 no worries about

pocket money
-~-----.-- -

parental worksituation 0 parental worksecured
.

-- ---

school progress 0 getting a pass at
school

health issues 0 no comment

physical environment 0 is comfortable! not

troubled

Figure 1.2. shows againthat the empowerment group lackedmaterial

resources that couldbe ratedas significantly advantageous

(positive 2) in their lives. Againtherewas no comment on the

description ofhea1th issues.
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Table 1.3. Positive I ratings on material resources.

Terrain case no descriptions

money 4 comfortably off
'0

withoutextravagance

parental work situation 4 parent at leasthas a job

school progress 4 adjusting! managing at

school

health issues 0 healthy

physical environment 0 reasonably happy with

livingconditions

Figure 1.3shows that onlycaseno. 4 had powers thatcouldbe rated

asjust an advantage (positive 1) in the areasofmoney, parental situation

and schoolprogress.
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Table 1.4. Zero position ratings on material resources

Tenain case no description

money 0 no worrieswith!..

without pocketmoney

parental work situation 0 parental work not a

sourceofconcern

schoolprogress 1&5 adjusting with passes

andfailures

healthissues 0 no particularhealth

problem

physical environment 0 no specific worries
.

with livingconditions

Table 1.4. indicates that the empowerment grouprated as no problematic

situation (zero rating) only the school progress (f= 2, easel & 5)
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Table 1.5. Negative I positionratingson material resources.

Terrain case no description

money 1&5 getsworriedwith.

pocket money

parental worksituation 0 parental work&

insecurity features in

the child's problem

school progress 2 failures worrying the

child
I

health issues 2&5 someworriesabout

health
physical environment 1,2,3 and5

- living conditions

uncomfortable

Figure 1.5. snowsthat the group rated ajust problematic! worrying

area (negative 1) in materialresources that has to dowith money (f= 2 ,

case 1& 5); schoolprogress (f= 1, case 2); health issues (f= 2,

case 2&5) and physicalenvironment (f= 4, case 1,2,3, & 5).
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Table1.6. Negative 2 ratings on material resources

Terrain case no . descriotion

money 2 financial pressuresa
..

constantworry

parentalwork 1,2,& 5 parentalconditionsof

situation work unsatisfactory!

stressful!affects the

child

school progress 3 stuck in school

progress

health issues 2&4 health worries a

distinct factor to child

physical environment 4 immediate physical

environment a definite

source ofchilddistress

In Table 1.6 the empowerment grouprated significantproblematic!

worryingareas (negative 2) on materialresources that has to do with

money(f= I, case 2); parentalwork situation (f= 3, case I, 2, &5);

schoolprogress.( f=l, case 3); health issues (f= 2, case 2 & 4) and
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physical environment (f= 1, case 4).

Table 1.7. Negative 3 ratings on material resources

Terrain case no descriptions

money 3 entirely dependent on

grants! penniless

parent

parental worksituation 3 extreme stress!

I
sadness caused by

!
i
1 parental
i

1

I unemployment
]
f
I schoolprogress 0 childnot schooling!
I

- -------_.-- -~.. '-,- .

health issues 3 majorchildhealth

r problems

I physical environment 0 very stressed by

environment!

homelessness
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Table 1.7 indicates thatonlycaseno 3 of the empowerment group had

seriousproblematic/ worrying areas (negative 3 rating)on material

resources.ofmoney, parental work: situation, and health issues.
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4.2.3.2.Collective mapping ofpower terrain ofHome and Family life of

the ernpowennent group of childsexual abuse.

Table 2.1.Positive 3 ratings on Homeand Family life

Terrain case no description

mother- child relation 3 mother supportive,
,

strong bond

sibling relation 0 strong, warm support

by siblings

parental relation 0 strong loving/

supportive parental

relations

intimate! love life -0 entirely happy, fulfilled

with lover! absence of

lover

Table 2.1. indicates that the groupsaw only one aspectofthe home and
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family life thatwas strongly advantageous, i.e. mother- childrelation (f

=1, case3).

Table 2.2. Positive 2 ratings on homeand family life

Terrain case no description
mother- child relation

2 mother supportive to

child

sibling relation 0
.

some measure of

support from siblings

parental relations 0 some measure of

parent supporting

each other

intimate/love 0 relations with a lover a

central source of

support! satisfaction

In Table 2.2. mother-child relation in one instance (f= I, case2) was

rated as significant advantageous (positive 2) situation in the homeand
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family lifeofthe group.

Table 2.3. Positive 1 rating ofthe homeand family life

Terrain case no description
.

mother- child 4 mother is there in child

cnses

siblingrelation 2 siblings attendto

child's crises

parental relations 3 parents comeclose in

times ofchild's

hardship! crises

intimate! love life 0 on the whole satisfied

with romanticventures

Table 2.2 shows that mother- child-relation (f= I, case4); sibling

relations (f= I, case2) and parental relation (f= I, case 3) were counted

as just an advantage (positive 1) in home and family life.
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Table2.4. Zeropositionratings ofthe home and family life

Terrain case no description

mother-childrelation 1 motheris neglectful
..

nor advantegeous to

child

siblings relation 1 siblings not a source

ofsupportandnot a

nuisance to child'

parental relations 0 no parental conflicts

intimate/love life 3&5 no significant worry

about romance!

intimate relations

Table2.4. indicates the group ratingsofzero positionofhome and

family life. Mother-child relations(f= 1, case 1);siblingrelations (f= 1,

case 1) and intimate! love live (f= 2, case 3 &5) were noted.
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Table 2.5. Negative I ratings on homeand family life

Terraln case no description

mother- childrelation 5 absence ofmother's

.. love

sibling relations 0 frictions with siblings

upsetting the child

parental relations 0 parental conflicts

upsetting to childm

intimate! love life 1 love life or lackofit

causessome

unhappiness

This ratings in Table 2.5. suggests that o!1IY mother- childrelations (f=

I, case5) and intimate! lovelife (f= I, case I) wereconsidered just a

problematic! worrying situation (negative 1) in the home and family life.
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Table2.6. Negative 2 ratings on the home and family life

Terrain case no deserintien

mother-child relation 0 mother's love!absence
.

a hindrance to a child

siblingrelation 4 definite frictions with

siblings

parental relation 4 distinct parental

conflicts affectingthe

child

intimate! love life 2&4 love life! lack ofit a

definitegreat concern

.
In Table 2.6. the empowerment groupnoted siblings relations (f= 1,

case 4); parentalrelations (f= 1, case 4) and intimate! love life (f= 2,

case 2 & 4) as the areasofsignificantproblem (negative 2) in home and

family life.
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Table 2.7. Negative 3 ratingon home and family life

Terrain case no description

mother- childrelation 0 mother's absence!
.

demanding is a

destructive factor
,

sibling relation 0 serious,pervasive

difficulty with siblings

parental relations 1,2 &5 disturbing ongoing

parental conflicts!

violence

intimate/love life 0
verydestructive

presence! absence of

a lover

Table 2.7. shows thatthe empowerment groupratedonly parental

relations (f= 3, case I, 2 & 5) as a serious problematic! worrying

situation(negative 3) on home and family life.
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4.2.3.3.Collective mappingofterrain ofSocial life ofthe empowerment

groupofchildsexual abuse

The aspect ofsocial life did not yield any negativeratings. This

was described easily. Unlikeother terrainsofpower,zero position in..

social life was considereda real problematic situation. Ifthere is no

social life (ie. beyond a zero rating), one cannot rate its absence

(negative ratings).
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Table 3.1. Positive 3 rating in social life

Terrain case no description

friends 0 well-developed,
.

mutually supportive

social network; some

very close confidantes

leisure 0 very active use of

leisure time in

recreational, sporting

or enlightening fields,

etc.

associations 0 active in making use of

religious! traditional

associations, or any

formal structure of

power
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Table 3.1 shows thatthe group did not see any strong advantageous

situation (positive 3 rating) in their social life aspect.

Table 3.2. Positive 2 ratings on social life

Terrain case no description

I

1 or 2 closefriends.friends 1&4

. active social life

leisure 0 frequent social

contacts outside home

or school, no felt lack

ofsocial life
- -

associations 4 frequent going to

- church! traditional

associations or other

empowering gatherings

Table 3.2. shows the ratings of friends (f= 2, case 1 & 4) and

associations (f= 1, case 4) as only significant advantageous factor in

their social life (positive 2 rating) circumstances.
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Table 3.3. Positive 1 rating on social life

Terrain case no description

friends 3 somesuperficials, no
. .
close friends

leisure 1&4 limitedsocial life

experienced as

inadequate

associations 1&2 somesuperficial

involvement in ;

religious! traditional

associations or any

empowering gatherings

Table 3.3 shows that the grouprated friends (f= 1, case 3); leisure (f=

2, case 1 & 4) and associations (f= 2, case 1 & 2) as just a worrying

situation in the sociallife.
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Table 3.4. Zeroratingon social life

.

Terrain descriptioncase no

friends 5&2 socially isolated

leisure 5,2 &3
no social contacts

outside home or

school

associations 5&3 no involvements in

religious or any

empowering gatherings

Table 3.4. shows that the group pointed at friendships (f= 2, case 5 &

2); leisure (f= 3, cases 5, 2 &3) and associations (f= 2, case5 & 3) as

their serious problematic areas in the social life category.
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4.2.3.4.Collective mapping ofterrain ofPersonal Resources

Table4.1. Positive3 ratings on personal resources

Terrain description •case no
major degree of

self-esteem 0 confidence in age
appropriate activities,

adopts prominent social
role

highest degree of
memory! concentration 0 remembering!

concentrating.connects
the origins ofpresent

events, psychologically
sophisticated

highest degree ofsel-
motivation 0 motivation

super intelligence, very
intelligence 0 bright. intelligence gives

social advantage
appreciates own

embodiment 0 physical appearance,
sexual attractiveness is a

- majorpersonal asset

Table4.1. shows no area ofbenefitl advantageto the group that could be

rated as positive3 on personal resources.
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Table4.2. Positive 2 ratings on personal resources

Terrain case no description
definite confidence and

selfesteem 0 self direction in social
situations

has ability to activate
memory/ concentration 0 memory/ concentration.

adequate critical
awareness ofpastevents

motivated! enthusiastic
motivation 0 in pleasurable activities

average intelligence,
intelligence 4 enables her adjustment

to life, school,etc.
largely satisfied with

embodiment 0 appearance and
attractiveness

Table 4.2. showsthat one subject (f= 1, case 4) had average

intelligence which facilitates her adjustment to life and school.
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Table4.3. Positive 1 ratings on personal resources

Terrain case no description
0 positive about life, self

selfesteem andothers. no difficultiy
in social settings

remembers!
memory 0 concentrates well. aware

ofimportance ofpast
evenifnot sophisticated

desires andact
motivation 0 accordingly

flexible intelligence to
intelligence 1&5 be used as a resource in

I lifes

0 " physical appearance
embodiment doesnot feature as a

problem

Table 4.3. shows that only2 instancesofflexible intelligence (f=

2, case 1 & 5) were found.
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Table 4.4. Zeroratings in personal resources

Terrain case no description
no selfconfidence in

selfesteem 4 most areas oflife. a
little shy in social
contexts but copes

unableto reflect greatly
memory 1&4 on the past

no difficultyin interests!
motivation 0 identifying own wishes

and desires.

intelligence 2 borderlineintelligence,
not flexible in thinking

occassional worries
embodiment 5 about appearance

Table 4.4. shows thatself esteem (f= I, case 4); memory (f= 2, case 1

& 4); intelligence (f= 1, case2) and embodiment (f= 1, case5) were

major concerns in the personal resources.
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Table 4.5. Negative I ratings on personal resources

- Terrain case no descriptions
shyandwithdrawn, this

selfesteem 0 makes socializing
, difficult

tends to misinterptrets
memory 5 past events

optimistically or guiltily
often puzzledabout

motivation 1&5 what shewants in
particularsituations

cognitive impairment,
intelligence 3 mild mental retardation

hampers school progress

preoccupation with
embodiment 0 aspectofappearance as

a (felt) significant
handicap

Table 4.5 shows thatmemory (f= I, case5); motivation (f= 2, case 1 &

5) and intelligence (f= 1, case 3) were the concerns rated asjust

problematic (negative 1 rating) in personal resources.
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Table 4.6. Negative2 ratings on personal resources

Terrain case no description
distinctelements of

selfesteem 0 phobicanxiety in social
situations

past interpretations
memory 2 distorted! misleading

depressed! anxious,
motivation 2 unableto articulate own

wishes

0 moderatemental
intelligence retardation! trainable,

limitedmental ability
~--.....

0 major concerns/ worries
embodiment overphysical

appearance

Table4.6. shows thatmemory (f= 1, case 2) and motivation (f= 1,

ease2) was rated as significant problems (negative ratings) in personal

resources.
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Table4.7. Negative3 ratings on personal resources

Terrain case no description
selfesteem severeproblems with

1,2&4 social anxiety
view ofpast highly

memory 3 distorted, idealized,

-~-~-_._---~
guilt-riddenor paranoid
unableto express desire

motivation 3&4 for anything even taken
as pleasurable.contempt
ofanything approaching

own inclinations
0 severemental

intelligence retardation, no
trainability

convinced that
embodiment 1,2,3 &4 unhappines is! distress is

totally attributable to
bodilydeficiencies

Table4.7. shows that the group were compromised in major/ serious/

worryingsituationsofpersonalresources, i.e. selfesteem (f= 3, case 1,

2 & 4); memory (f= 1, case 3); motivation (f= 2, case 3 & 4) and

especially in embodiment (f= 4, case 1, 2, 3, & 4).

4.2.4. Individualised mappingofsubjects

Fig 6.
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The theoretical saturation ofcategories (Henwood & Pidgeon 1992) is a

way towards a rich understanding by systematic summarising of the

emergent data. This showssome important features. The empowerment

group did not indicateany strong advantageous situation (positive 3

ratings) in the lives. However, mother-child relation (f=l, case 4) was

the onlyaspect that was significantly ( positive2 ratings) ofbenefit

where power couldbe based. Otherjust advantageous situations were

availability ofclosefriends (F = 2 case I & 4) and associations, i.e.

church! traditional attendances and! or other empowering gatherings (f

= I, case 4).

The main first order difficulty of the group, i.e. highestfrequency in a

category ofa seriousproblematic! worrying situations ( negative 3

ratings)were embodiment; where victimswere convinced that their

unhappiness! distresswere totallyattributable to bodilydeficiencies

caused by the sexual abuse (f= 4, case 1,2,3 & 4). The second first

order difficulty, i.e. lower frequency in a category of serious

problematic! worryingsituation (negative 3 ratings) was selfesteem;

severe troubles with socialanxiety (f= 3, case 1,2 &4); ongoing

parental conflicts! violence impinging on victims' fragile lives (f= 3,
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case 1,2 & 5). Other difficulties in the first order (rated as negative 3)

were motivation, i.e inability to express desire for anything, guilt and

contemptfor anythingapproaching the victims' inclinations (f= 2, case

3 &4).

The main secondorder difficulties (rated as negative 2) were health

worries (f-=3, case 1, 2 & 4); parentalconditionofwork unsatisfactory I

stressful or affectingthe victims' coping. The secondhigh frequency in

second order difficulties were intimate/love life or lack of it as a defmite

source ofconcern (f= 2, case 2 & 4) and motivation (f 2, case 1 & 8).

The third frequency in the second orderwas lack ofschool

progress (f= I, case 3) as a result of the disempowerment

On the phenomenological question: What does sexual abuse mean to

you? the group responses were:- it is being tainted(f= 5, all cases);

death (f= 4, case 2, 3, 4 & 5) as one stands to die ofaids; victimization

(f= 2, case 1 & 5) and being emotionally stabbed (f= I, case 4).

4.3. Discussion emanatingfrom mappings.

The abovementionedresults of the pretestingphase of the study was
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discussedwith the groupand therapeutic goals formulated (to be

presentedlater). This part seeks to presentsome connection betweenthe

available theoryon the topic and somesalient findings ofthe study.

It seems reasonable to conclude that the empowerment group ofchild

sexual abused children considered the invasion! loss ofcontrol of their

bodies as the main area oftheir disempowerment To disempowered

embodiment is logically connected with most other areasofconcern, for

example, selfesteem, motivation, hardships with intimate relationships,

etc.

The study findings emphasize the intrusive results ofsexual abuse. For

the group this had a lot to do with living comfortably (or not in the

human body. This suggests that the group's reflection on this was

thatthe fieldofconsciousness comesat all timeswith the body at its

centre. Carefulanalysis is necessary to understandthis phenomenon.

The body is the centerofvision, centerofaction as well as centerof

interests (henceembodiment connection with such areas as selfesteem,

motivation, inability to love/or derivesatisfaction intimately, etc). The

body is "here", what it acts is "now", what it touches is "this". All other
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things are"there"and "that."

Everything circles around the body. The noun "I" is primarily a nounof

position, just like this and here,which are the immediate aspects ofus.

With traumatization the dilemma could be formulated in this way: How

do I livewith ( but not in) a damaged body(vandalised by sexual

abuse)? How do I continue to live in "the body" ofa worldwhich is

equally dangerous (where brutal sexual abusers live)?

Childsexual abuseseems to breedbothphysical andpsychological

annihilation. The group founddifficulty abandoning the body, i.e. making

"life" outside it or as in everyday lossofbodyawareness through

becoming involved in routine activities. Sometimes we turn against it

with angerand confusion as in thesuicidal casesofchildren with

posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)( Terr, 1983). In fact there is a

unanimity in the literature aboutphysiological and psychological

symptoms ofchild sexual abuseassociated with PTSD (Finkelhor, 1986;

Gelinas, 1983; Goodwin, 1985; Herman and Hirchmann, 1986; Russell

1986).

The physiological and psychological symptoms and otherrelated
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experiences ofsexual abuse call into questionour relationto "having a

body" and "living in a body". This issue makes profoundly troubling the

centrality ofthe body in human existence as well as its claimsupon us.

Sexual violation couldmean that the boundarybetween"insideme" and

"outsideme" is not simplyphysically crossedagainst the victim's Will

and best interests, but "disappeared". The result is a "made- never- to

have existed" victim.

The connection betweenproblemsofembodiment, selfesteem,

motivation, inability to love, etc. can be further argued. Something

meant to be "outside" a person has "enteredher", reshapedher,

redefined her, and made her foreign to herself by confusingthe inside

and outsideofher. A caseof a dissociative disordered sexual abuse

victim (Baldwin, 1984) illustrates this clearly. The physicalviolationand

intrusiveness ofabuse can becomelife threatening to victims. In the

same terms, the victims' bodies, both inside and outside can be taken

hostageby offenders.

By the "self' we make ourselves comprehensible to others by making it

comprehensive to ourselves. The very "self' is made ofour disavowed

experiences (ofthoughts, feelings, perceptions and sensations). These
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experiences and emotions are oftenfragmentary and elusive. Sometimes

they are inaccessible to language (making us numb to pronounce them

when stressed). Theyalsolack coherence and continuity as for example

when thought disturbances worrythe stressedself (Gelinas, 1983):.

In Terr's (1983) studythere is evidence thatPTSD results in eating

disorder. Psychodynamic understanding ofPTSD phenomenon in sexual

victimsneeds elaboration, using traumagenic dynamics, self psychology

and ego psychological conceptualization ofchild sexualabuse. Victims

of sexual abuse sufferdouble "splitting", i.e of theirbodies and of their

feelings. The mental dissociation viewsthe body as a foreign container

ofthe split sexualfeelings.

This studyyielded findings ofinternational and national importance. In

Zulu tradition, nubility and the ritual "ukuqoma" (engagement)

invests a grown-up girlwith status and individuality. Ifshe is untainted

sexually she becomes a personality in her own right Whilethese factors,

including "ukuhlolwa" (virginity testing) may be viewedas an old

fashioned girls' public control, recentyearshave seenthis being

practicedin mostZulu communities. According to the present
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researcher's knowledge, it is shameful for a girl to be found in a

compromising sexual status. Without enquiry ifsexual abuse might be

blamed, people immediately suspect her moral rectitude. Vilakazi (1965)

contends thatsuch a girl is regarded as being "soiled". It is not

surprising, therefore that in this study embodimentand selfesteem."were

main worryingareas. It could be argued thatsexual abuse resultedto

them being "soiled".

Characteristics ofchild sexual abuse includes fear, guilt, shame and self

blame (Kilgore, 1988). Poor selfesteemresultant from the abuse, robs

the victim ofhealthymaturation ofthe ego. This means that the

adaptationalbalancebetween the self and environment (Herman, 1983)

gets disrupted. This further affects perception, object comprehension,

thinking and mental productivity. Embodiment, poor selfesteemand

other obvious disempowerment from this Study are therefore considered

the direct correlation ofthe disruptionofmaturationof the self. In a

disequillibrium of (sexual abuse) stress, the victim fails to fit the

(sexuallyvandalised) self with the (abusiveand disempowering)

environmentby modification ofeach. The physiological and

psychological symptoms therefore develop as the immature ego seeks to
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protect the helpless, tramnatised self from the disempowering

environment (Kilgore, 1988).

When a PTSD victim hates her body, e.g. by starving it, she is

attemptingto make the unwanted body (the foreigncontainerofbad self
'.

and bad experiences) gradually disappear. In embodiment terms, the

victim staves the "body", not the "self' but the unwanted container.

This could get rid of intolerable feelings and painful memories. Similar

explanations can be assumed in cases ofsuicidalvictims ofchild sexual

abuse (Finkelhor, 1986; Dubler & Motta, 1999).

The effect ofchildhoodstress on later development is well documented.

(Baldwin, 1984; Finkelhor and Browne, 1986; Gelinas, 1983;Russel,

1986; Sgroy, 1982; Summit, 1993;Terr, 1983). Stress interferes with

adaptation. Adaptation is the process ofeffecting the world and

integratingthe effects ofthe world on the individual (Ellenson, 1984).

As stipulatedin the symptom formation on DSM IV (1994), PTSD calls

for adaptationto the extremely hostile and threateningenvironment of

the sexuallyabusive relationship.

In selfpsychology terms, the experience ofsexual abuse is an empathic
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trauma and narcissistic mortification. This is a resultofa disruption of

the selfand the blockage ofthe healthy development ofthe ego. The

whole conglomeration ofthe resultantsymptoms, embodiment concerns,

poor selfesteem, etc. comes to the fore since the selfgets dissociated

with the fragmented and seemingly disconnected systemsymptoms

resembling PTSD, as noted in the DSMIV (American Psychological

Association, 1994).

The tranmagenic dynamic model (Finkelhor and Browne, 1986)

presumes that child sexualabusehas a varietyofdifferingeffects on

four main areas ofchildren's development, one ofwhich is self esteem.

This study therefore validated the available literature in many ways.

The objectrelations theory maintains that the victims suffer conflicts of

good object and bad self (Ellenson, 1984). There is also some evidence

in the literature thatifsuch a dilemmais not therapeutically addressed,

the victims' developmental capacities are thwarted(Kilgore, 1988).

Group interventions with sexuallyabusedvictimsare well documented

in the literature (Edwards, 1999;Finkelhorand Browne, 1986;Furniss,

1991;Hermann, 1992;Hagan and Smail, 1997a,b; Jehu, 1986)This
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studyextended this evidence.

4.4. Group theI1lPY in addressing power deficiencies

Itmust benotedthat by the time the actualgroup therapy tookplacethe

empowerment group had become knownto each other, had been

accustomed to grouprules and someunmeasurable amountof therapy

had taken place.

As has been discussed previously, it was clearthat therapeutic measures

had to address what was conceptualized as salientworrying situations. It

was noted that the group experience shouldtarget the sense ofpersonal

identityto supplement an extremely fragile "self' ofthe members.

An interesting exercise was done. The group accepted that what would

typically be fleeting disavowed thought, feelings, sensations, sexual

needs, etc, wouldbe the raw material for additional selves. The

intersubjective self (which was sexually abused and now unwanted),

oftenvulnerable to stress and anxiety, wouldbe safe by being

"disembodied" until less vulnerable. This was a pmposeful splitting. The

group agreed to reconnect later on to their dissociated selves by bringing
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in their fragmented "selves".

The group had to workon individual's reality assessment and

validation, supportive mirroring ofindividual's capacity for coping,

consistently appraising one's self worthand value, irrespective ofabuse.

The symptoms ofPTSD were conceptualized as an adaptation to the

abuse trauma, not as a self-determinant The duality ofthe symptoms

were analysed. On onehand, the symptoms' presence was

conceptualised as nullifying the importance ofthe body, making it a

benign form ofphysicalliveness. On the other, acknowledging the body

and listening to its painwas taken as an essential element in the recovery

from trauma The analogy was clear. Symptoms foundon victims are

indicators that something is amiss in their lives. Also, one cannot correct

something that is benign or cannotbe fell Together with this

conceptualization oftheircore difficulties, assertiveness training and

cognitive appraisal of the connection betweenthoughts, feelings and

behaviorwere accomplished.

This was the time where actualempowerment was felt in the group.

Comments like: beingnot exactly a different personbut consciously
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beingstronger in purpose, more beingin the right direction prevailed. It

was at that timethat the splitofffragments ofthe psyche werereunited

again with more understanding ofthe impactofthe sexualabuse on the

self. In a1I, theempowerment group aimedat addressing the

disempowered areasoftheir lives. The group therapeutic gainsas

evaluated bythe subjects was that secrecy, stigmatization ofabuse,

self-perception, assertiveness and rationalization of the symptoms were

dealtthoroughly.

As a first empowerment group ofits kind, subjects felt that more work

needs to be done especially on the primary prevention, i.e. in education

and empowerment ofwomen and children.

On the phenomenological question "what doesempowerment meanto

you", very interesting answers were found. The answers werethe

development ofthe stronger self(f=4, case 1, 3, 4, &5); solving of

problems (f= 3, case 1, 4, & 5); understanding the self and sufferings (f

= 2, case 1 & 4) and teaching (f=l, case2).
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Figure7. Remappings ofpower gained

Figure7 shows a remapping ofthe empowerment group.

4.5. Conclusion

This chapter was the discussion part of the study. Data collection

strategies werepresented as well as their rationale. Mapping of the

subjects' difficulties andresources is collectively and individually

presented together with someelucidation ofevery aspect Discussion of

the results is presented with sometheoretical considerations.

Intervention is presented, based on the findings discussed. At the end a

remap is presented, showing somegainsofempowerment to the group.

The next and final chapter is a conclusion part of the study. Some

evaluation ofthe studywill be indicated: Recommendations based on the

findings will be drawn.
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CHAP1ER 5 CONCLUSION

5.1. Introduction

The application ofthe conceptofempowerment in Community

Psychology is gaining more recognition. Although the concept is still

being debated, it is clearthat it is so far the best concept in describing

that process which enhances the strength ofpeopleand theirpossibilities

to control their own lives. Ifresearch findings are valid and one

important premise for emotional and psychological well- beingis the

abilityto gain control overone's own life (Fawcett and colleagues cited

in Edwards, 1999), the conceptofempowerment then is the appropriate

term to descnbethis effort. It is for these reasons that someevaluation

ofthe studyis made. Towards the end somerecommendations

emanating from the studyare presented.

5.2 Study evaluation

Study evaluation takes a closerlook at the epistemological and technical

dimensions ofthe wholeeffort. Qualitative studyofthis naturehas a

naturalistic approach, i.e showinguniqueness and particularity ofhuman
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experience. Qualitative studies are continually being adopted by

feminist researchers as they are sensitive to women's experiences seen

in their ownterms, andas empowering themin theirefforts to work for

change (Henwood & Pidgeon, 1992). Thereare some identifiable areas

in the studythat were positively evaluated:- ".

* Thereis a reasonable fit betweenthe data and theory. Some

definitions ofterms where applicable are provided so that the researcher

and peers can evaluate the authenticity of this endevour,

* The studyshows reflexity. The researcher and subjectswere

interdependent in the social process of research.

* In documenting the study, the researcher attempted to account what

wasdoneand whyit was done, at all phasesofthe research process.

* Sampling was explicity drivenby theoretical concerns. It will be

interesting to havemore largersamples for generalizing.

* The powerrelations between the researcher and subjects were

displayed as equal. There wereno epistemological level differences.

* Lastly, the studyhas transferability, not generalizibility of contextual

features. Its findings could be applied to similarcontexts.

The empowerment group was a success because:
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1) Thevictims ofsexual abusedeveloped a morepositive andpotent

senseof"self'.

2) The notion ofbeinghelpedthrough helping, altruism andgroup

cohesiveness prevailed.

3) The recognition that the group is the key to effectively challenge our

situations was facilitated.

4) Lastly, learning more aboutchildsexual abuse, the myths involved,

irrationality ofthoughts when stressed and finally gainingofcontrol was

experienced.

Since thenature ofstudywith this population group was new to the

researcher, some mistakes were made. Guided by ethics ofresearch,

validity and reliability, such instances were a goodsourceoflearning

for the researcher.

Firstly, the researcher occasionally got stressed by an urge to get

"somewhere" with the group. That is why it took 10sessions to get

"somewhere", as somesessions weremerely discussions ofthe

misconceptions between the group and the researcher. The lessongained

was that the empowerment group has no slowor fast pace. Instead, it is a

learning experience for both the therapist (researcher) and the group in
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which events and learnings unfold and are digestedby both.

Secondly, the researcherplanned the sessions in advance, especially in

the earliersessions. The lesson learned from thismistake was that

empowerment group deals with individual problems. People are open

systems, always in a state offlux. External influenceskeep impingingon

them so that they have to keep adapting. Some sessions yielded

infonnation that was later on refuted, owing to some external influences,

e.g. boredom. The lessonwas that researchers on empowermenthave to

approach theirgroup with open minds and engagethem at the level

comfortable to them at a particulartime. Unforeseen circumstances have

to be accommodated.

Thirdly, there were momentswhen the researcherwas inundatedwith

some aspectofthe problem, making it difficult to decide what that meant

in psychological terms. This was accompaniedby delays in some

issues beingfully worked out. This taught the researcherto be alert to

some behavioral concomitant, facial nuances, etc. and enquire for more

clarification. The researcheralso learned that in empowerment there are

no "more important' or "less important' issues. Everythingthat the
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group raises must be viewed as significant to be discussed. Researcher

shouldnot allow ownjudgmentto interfere with the group ratings of

empowerment! disempowerment

Lastly, the researcher, being inexperienced in doing therapy while

researching, wantedto be perfect Sometimes he would despair overhis

own mistakes. Through own consultation with fellow colleagues and

study promoter, he learned that thereis no perfector imperfect way of

running the empowerment groupofsexualabuse, but the most important

aspect is to facilitate the group process in a manner thatwill not be

destructive to the emotional development of the participants.

The final observation was that application ofpower-mapping initially

lookedlike beingsuitable for adults or sophisticated persons only. This

was proven as incorrect with the empowerment group. Oneof the

subjects was mildly retarded, but workedwell in the group.

5.3. Recommendations

The positive response ofthe empowerment group ofvictims ofsexual

abuse suggested that this problem can be effectively dealtwith in group

empowerment interventions. This sectionfocuses on the implication of
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the studyfor such interventions.

The studyreveals the needto provide all sexualabusevictims with

someprogramme aimed at exposing disempowerment and educating

children. Eventhe distal disempowering factors that werenot

covered in thisstudyneedmore discussion, e.g. linking socio-political

with psychological aspects ofdisempowerment.

In linewith somelessons learnt from this research, as professionals we

need to readjust ourselves in orderto adopt empowerment in our roles,

especially withthe survivors ofsexual abuse. We need to learn to ask

questions, not to give answers. It is necessary to distinguish the kinds of

questions that enhance the empowerment process ofpeople, settings and

environment

Connections arenecessary between peopleand groups. As professionals

we need to provide andfosteropportunities to link peopleand groups in

order to start a process ofsharingexperiences and reshaping our social

environment. We need to reanalyse our professions, for example,

psychiatrist, psychologist, socialworker, policeandjustice

department, or anyone workingwith abusedvictims. We must find out
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where we are encouraging empowerment or wherewe perpetuate

disempowerment due to our professional routines, language or the

traditional helper- helpee relationships.

In line with feminist writers in the area of childabuse, the whole

community needs to be conscientized about the disempowerment caused

by the existing patriachal system.

Sexualabusedoes not have to bringlifelongdevastation to the victims.

In SouthAfrica there is a serious shortage ofpsychologists, psychiatrists

and socialworkers trained to do therapy. Empowerment groups could

form networks ofsupportive environments to dealwith the emotional

pain and disempowerment causedby sexualabuse.

Importantly, effective interventions ofany kind especially with

empowerment groupofsexualabusevictims, rest pivotally on research.

More research withbigger sample sizes shouldbe done.

Lastly, childsexual abuse has been conceptualized as a complex

problem, precipitated by variedsocial factors such as patriachal family

structure, erosion oftraditional external controls over sexualbehavior,
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changing sexual expectations andmanymore. Thekey characteristic of

the victims in this study, i.e. disempowennent, is studiedin a group form

and a relevant intervention applied. This studyis an invaluable

contribution to the South Africanliterature on childsexualabuse, on the

issue ofempowerment, and mostof all, to the development of

application ofcommunity psychology.

5.4. Conclusion

This section seeksto presentconclusion ofthe last chapteras well as the

wholestudy. In this chapter someevaluation ofthis kind ofexercise is

explicated. Also, some recommendations are stated.

The whole study is a contribution to the available literature ofchild

sexualabuse. Thepotpourri of literature lacksone very important aspect;

the workings ofpowerin relation to abuse. The wayin whichpower is

exercised overpeopleis considered the most ingredient ofdistress and

sadly this affects normal development Sometheoretical findings proves

that. In this study disempowennent is explored in group offivevictims

ofsexualabuse. Disempowennent is mapped, marshalling ofresources

applied(therapy) and remapping is done. Conclusions are drawn looking
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at the research implications and recommendations drawn.
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APPENDIX A

Letterof informed consent

1.. hereby declare that I giveconsent on behalfofmy
child for the investigation as described below:

The studyaims to:
..

1. explore disempowerments ofvictims ofchildsexual abuse in a group form and
map themin a formatthatallows comprehensive intervention without pathologizing
the victims.
2. address disempowennent therapeutically and remap the gainsofthisprocedure.

The identity ofeach participant will be confidential. No personal name or
identification data will be used in anypublication.

I understand and accept that the information collected will be used for research
purposes, publication in scientific journals, teaching as wellas to improve methods
ofhelping victims ofsexual exploitation! abuse.

The investigation and group therapy will be conducted by NM Ndlovu (the
Registered SeniorClinical Psychologist).

My permission is granted ofmy own will. I am aware thatI can revoke such
permission at anytime; and thatsuchwill not result in any negative bias to the
therapyprogramme formy child.

Signed, .

~tnt:!>5 .
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Date .

Date .
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